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Algorithms Get a Human Hand in
Steering Web
By STEVE LOHR

Trading stocks, targeting ads, steering political campaigns, arranging dates, besting people on
“Jeopardy” and even choosing bra sizes: computer algorithms are doing all this work and more.
But increasingly, behind the curtain there is a decidedly retro helper — a human being.
Although algorithms are growing ever more powerful, fast and precise, the computers
context and
often
elude
them.
themselves are literal-minded, and context
andnuance
nuance
often
elude
them. Capable as these
machines are, they are not always up to deciphering the ambiguity of human language and the
mystery of reasoning. Yet these days they are being asked to be more humanlike in what they
figure out.
“For all their brilliance, computers can be thick as a brick,” said Tom M. Mitchell, a computer
scientist at Carnegie Mellon University.
And so, while programming experts still write the step-by-step instructions of computer code,
additional people are needed to make more subtle contributions as the work the computers do

Big Data, Big Computing, and the Human Dimension

Amount of data being collected
Computational speed/resources
Cost of computational resources
Human hourly wage
Human response time
Time

Binary Classification
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A Runoff Is Down to the Wire in Texas
By ERIK ECKHOLM

HOUSTON — It may be the armadillo days of summer in Texas, but a runoff vote on Tuesday
for the Republican Senate nomination has jolted the party establishment here and around the
country as a magnetic Tea-Party conservative with no elective experience gains momentum
against the chosen candidate of Gov. Rick Perry.
Only a few months ago the longtime lieutenant governor, David Dewhurst, 66, seemed all but
certain to win the nomination, which in Republican-dominated Texas is tantamount to winning
the seat being vacated in November by Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison.
A successful businessman with Romney-esque wealth, Mr. Dewhurst has been allied with Mr.
Perry — himself a favorite of the Tea Party and religious conservatives — as Texas burnished its
reputation as a low-tax, small-government state with rare growth in jobs. Beyond Mr. Perry,
who calls him “a great conservative leader,” Mr. Dewhurst has been endorsed by many party
leaders, big business groups and the farm bureau.
But Mr. Dewhurst won only 45 percent of the votes in the May primary, forcing him into a
runoff against the No. 2 finisher, Ted Cruz, a Harvard-educated lawyer and former state
solicitor general who trailed him by 11 points.
Now, after a bitter and costly campaign, Mr. Cruz, 41, appears to have pulled even or even
nudged ahead, political analysts said, and his campaign has already signaled a profound shift in
Texas politics as frustrated conservative activists rattle the party leadership.
“If Cruz wins, it will be a huge upset and a further indication that the grass roots is a very
powerful force in Texas,” said Tom Pauken, a commissioner of the Texas Workplace
Commission and a former state Republican chairman who has stayed neutral in the race. In one
telling sign of growing divisions, Governor Perry was booed at the state Republican convention
in June when he introduced his “friend” David Dewhurst.
A victory for Mr. Cruz would follow other triumphs for insurgent conservatives in this year’s
primaries, including the toppling of Senator Richard G. Lugar of Indiana by Richard Mourdock
and the defeat of a veteran Republican by Deb Fischer for the Senate nomination in Nebraska.
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/07/31/us/politics/republicans-in-close-race-vie-for-senate-runoff-vote.html?hp&pagewanted=print
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unlabeled documents

expert/oracle
provides labels to machine learner

Tong and Koller (2001)

Active Learning
Non-adaptive strategy: Label a random sample
feature 2

Adaptive strategy: Label a sample near best
decision boundary based on labels seen so far

best linear classifier

prob. of error

feature 1

active learning finds optimal classifier
with much less human assistance!

# labels

Parametric vs. Nonparametric

@G = {x : ax = b}

P (Y = +1|X = x)

P (Y = +1|X = x)

1
2

1
2

Nonparametric Learning:
optimal decision set does not have a simple
parametric form nor finite VC dimension

Nonparametric Active Learning Theory
Boundary Fragment Models
Castro and N. Minimax bounds for active learning. IEEE Transactions on
Information Theory, 54(5):2339–2353, July 2008.
Wang. Smoothness, disagreement coefficient, and the label complexity of agnostic
active learning. Journal of Machine Learning Research, 12:2269–2292, 2011.
Minsker. Plug-in approach to active learning. Journal of Machine Learning Research,
13(1):67–90, 2012.

Abstract results in terms of bracketing and covering numbers
Hanneke. Adaptive rates of convergence in active learning. In Proceedings of
the 22nd Conference on Learning Theory, 2009.
Hanneke. Rates of convergence in active learning. The Annals of Statistics, 39(1):
333–361, 2011.
Koltchinskii. Rademacher complexities and bounding the excess risk in active
learning. Journal of Machine Learning Research, 11: 2457–2485, 2010.

Good practical results (but no theory)
Zhu, Lafferty, and Ghahramani. Combining active learning and semi-supervised learning using
Gaussian fields and harmonic functions. ICML 2003 Workshop, pp. 58–65.

Mathematical Formulation
A1. x 2 [0, 1]d , y 2 { 1, +1}

{Xi , Yi }ni=1 ⇠ PXY unknown
Classifier:

A2. PX is absolutely continuous

f : [0, 1]d ! { 1, 1}

Optimal Classifier:
f ⇤ (x) =

Risk:

⇢

+1, P (Y = 1|X = x)
1, otherwise

R(f ) = P(f (X) 6= Y )

Excess Risk:

E(f, f ⇤ ) = R(f )

R(f ⇤ )

1/2

“Smooth” Decision Boundaries

@G

G

Box-Counting Class: Let G ⇢ [0, 1]d and @G denote its boundary. For any
dyadic integer m 1 consider the uniform partition of [0, 1]d into cells of sidelength 1/m and let Nm (G) denote the number of cells intersected by @G.
Gbox (c) := {G ⇢ [0, 1]d : Nm (G)  cmd
loosely speaking, @G is d

1

}

1 dimensional

Special Case: Lipschitz Boundary Fragments
@G =

⇢

x1
x2

: x2 = g(x1 ), g 2 Lip-1

@G

G

Let F be all classifiers with Lipschitz decision boundaries:
passive:
active:

inf fbn supf ⇤ 2F E(fbn , f ⇤ ) ⇣ n

inf fbn ,Sn supf ⇤ 2F E(fbn , f ⇤ ) ⇣ n

1/d
1/(d 1)

Mammen & Tsybakov ’99
Castro & N ’08

“Smooth” Decision Boundaries and Excess Risk

@G

G

Let Fbox be all classifiers with decision sets in Gbox :
passive:
active:

inf fbn supf ⇤ 2Fbox E(fbn , f ⇤ ) ⇣ n

inf fbn ,Sn supf ⇤ 2Fbox E(fbn , f ⇤ ) ⇣ n

1/d
1/(d 1)

Scott & N ’06
???

Dyadic Decision Trees

Scott & N ’06

recursive dyadic partition

label each cell with majority vote

Dyadic Decision Trees

pruned dyadic partition

pruned dyadic tree

Non-Uniform Partitions
Dyadic Decision Trees

Figure 2: An unbalanced tree/partition (right) can approximate a decision boundary much
two partitions with 64 cells
better than a balanced tree/partition (left) with the same number of leaf nodes.
The suboptimal square root penalty penalizes these two trees equally, while the
spatially adaptive penalty favors the unbalanced tree.

Dyadic Decision Trees

Dyadic Decision Trees
pruned dyadic partition

pruned dyadic tree

Optimal Pruning Criterion:
8
r
<
X
2
b
b
fn = arg min
R(f ) +
f 2DDT :
L2leafs(f )
Excess Risk:

sup E(fbn , f ⇤ ) ⇣ n

f ⇤ 2Fbox

9
jL (j + log n) =
L
, jL = depth of L in f
;
2n
favors unbalanced trees
with many small cells

1/d

Non-Uniform Partitions
Dyadic Decision Trees

Figure 2: An unbalanced tree/partition (right) can approximate a decision boundary much
Conclusions:
better than a balanced tree/partition (left) with the same number of leaf nodes.
1) need finer
resolution
near decision
boundary
The suboptimal
square
root penalty
penalizes
these two trees equally, while the
2) ideally we would gather more samples near the boundary
spatially adaptive penalty favors the unbalanced tree.

Active Decision Trees

Castro, Willett, & N, NIPS ’05

1. draw

m
{(Xi , Yi )}i=1

iid

⇠ PXY

2. prune to obtain initial DDT
m
{(Xi , Yi )}i=1

iid

3. draw
⇠ PXY
restricted to smallest cells
. . . repeat

Excess Risk:

sup E(fbn , f ⇤ ) ⇣ n

f ⇤ 2Fbox

1/(d 1+✏)

for ✏ > 0

Minimax Optimal Active Learning

Castro & N, ’08

decision boundary is Hölder ↵-regular

+1

smoothness of conditional probability
function at the boundary,

P (Y = 1|X = x)

-1

optimal decision set

excess risk for boundary fragments:

passive:
active:

n
n


2+⇢

1


2+⇢

2

:=

d 1

Tsybakov, “Optimal aggregation of classifiers in statistical learning,” Ann. Stat, 2004.
Castro & N, “Minimax Rates for Active Learning,” IEEE IT, 2008

active learning yields
exponential improvement!

Noisy Binary Search for One-Dimensional Classifiers
+1

0

-

+

+

+

1/4

3/8

1/2

1

-1

Noisy Binary Search
initialize: H = [0, 1]

while (stopping-criterion) not met
1. sample m-times (iid) at midpoint of H
2. label midpoint by majority vote
3. reduce H half of interval
output: H, a small subset of [0, 1]

Analysis: for (✏, ) PAC result
(i) ✏-accuracy requires log(1/✏) steps
(ii) majority vote error  log(1/✏) per step
) prob. of error  1
(union bound)
⇣
⌘
log(1/✏)
(iii) m log
will suffice
(Cherno↵ bound)
⇣
⌘
log(1/✏)
n = log(1/✏) log
total samples

Learning Rates for

⇢

x1
@G =
: x2 = g(x1 ), g 2 Lip-1
Multidimensional
x2 Classifiers

(Hö

Main idea: assume “boundary fragment’’ @G
model to reduce multidimensional problem to
a sequence of 1-dim problems

G

Let F be all classifiers with Lipschitz decision boundaries:
⇤
b
Let F be all classifiers
with Lipschitz
boundaries:
passive:
inf fdecision
sup
E(
f
,
f
) ⇣ n
⇤
n
bn
f 2F

passive:

active:

1/d

Mammen

⇤
1/(d 1)
b
⇤
1/d
sup
E(
f
,
f
)
⇣
n
R.’99
Castro
active:
inf
b
⇤
n Mammen & Tsybakov
inf fbn supf ⇤ 2F E(fn , ffbn),Sn⇣ n f 2F

inf fbn ,Sn supf ⇤ 2F E(fbn , f ⇤ ) ⇣ n

1/(d 1)

Castro & N ’08

“Smooth” Decision Boundaries

@G

G

Can we generalize beyond boundary fragment models?
We need a multidimensional version of binary search

Active Learning Learning on a Lattice

Dasarathy, Zhu & N ’13

Grid the space and assign a vertex to the center of each cell.

Active Learning as Learning on a Lattice

Connect
each
its assign
adjacent
vertices
create of
a lattice
graph.
Grid
thevertex
spacetoand
a vertex
toand
the center
each cell.

Active Learning as Learning on a Lattice
Consider this for example.
Again, divide the region into uniform cells
of side length
and create a lattice
graph

Active Learning as Learning on a Lattice
• Randomly query vertices till you find a
pair with opposite labels.
• Among all shortest paths connecting
oppositely labeled vertices, pick the
shortest one and query the vertex at its
mid-point.
• If you find a “cut” edge, remove it
and proceed.
• If there are no more oppositely labeled
vertices, go back to step 1 (random
sampling).
Found
There
Pick
Query
The
Bisect
Disconnect
Repeat
new
the
are
at
again
oppositely
this
shortest
the
shortest
two
this
procedure
mid
shortest
cut-edge
-one
labeled
shortest
pointpaths
vertices
path
Random
Sampling

“querying a vertex”

Repeating the query at the center of each
cell
times and picking the majority
response.

Active Learning as Learning on a Lattice
• Randomly query vertices till you find a
pair with opposite labels.
• Among all shortest paths connecting
oppositely labeled vertices, pick the
shortest one and query the vertex at its
mid-point.
• If you find a “cut” edge, remove it
and proceed.
• If there are no more oppositely labeled
vertices, go back to step 1 (random
sampling).

Continuing this way, the algorithm efficiently traces the boundary.
i.e., given one “cut” edge, the algorithm finds the entire (local)
boundary very efficiently.

We call this algorithm S2, for shortest shortest paths

Active Learning as Learning on a Lattice
How many samples?
Suppose there are L (a constant) disjoint
components of the decision set G
S 2 randomly selects O(L log md ) vertices to
find at least 1 in each component (w.h.p)
For each component, S 2 needs at most
log md queries to find one cut edge

Then, S 2 locally searches to find the complete
boundary using O(|@G|) = O(md 1 ) queries

upper bound on sample complexity:
⇥
⇤
d
d 1
n = O L log m + O(m ) ⇥ O(log md )
# cells queried

# queries / cell for reliable label
(union bound)

Excess Risk of S

2
@G

Fbox : md total cells and at most c md
S requires n = O(m
2

d 1

1

G

“boundary” cells
loosely speaking, @G is d

log m ) samples and errs only on boundary cells
d

1 dimensional

Excess Risk:
E(S 2 , f ⇤ ) = R(S 2 ) R(f ⇤ )
⇥
⇤
= E 1{S 2 (X)6=Y } 1{f ⇤ (X)6=Y }
label predicted
2
by S2
X
= E4
1{X2C} 1{S 2 (X)6=Y }
C2cells
X

P(X 2 C) 2 1{C\@G}
C2cells
1
d
d 1
 constant ⇥ m ⇥ m
/
m
n = O(md

1

log md ) ) E(S 2 , f ⇤ )  constant ⇥

3

1{f ⇤ (X)6=Y } 5
optimal
exponent

✓

log n
n

◆

1
d

1

“Smooth” Decision Boundaries and Excess Risk

@G

G

Let Fbox be all classifiers with decision sets in Gbox :
passive:
active:

inf fbn supf ⇤ 2Fbox E(fbn , f ⇤ ) ⇣ n

inf fbn ,Sn supf ⇤ 2Fbox E(fbn , f ⇤ ) ⇣ n

1/d
1/(d 1)

Scott & N ’06
Dasarathy,
???
Zhu, & N ’13

Active Label Prediction on General Graphs

it helps exploit
manifold structure

arises naturally in annotation
of social network graphs

Complexity of Graph Labeling

Balance of Component Sizes

balanced

unbalanced

Boundary Size
(size of cut-set)

large boundaries

small boundaries

Complexity of Graph Labeling
 = 5/3

 = 7/3

clustered cut-set

less clustered cut-set

(short path through cut-edges)

(longer path through cut-edges)

Clustering of Cut-Set

Short paths through cut-set edges ) local searches of S 2 will quickly find cut-set
Clustering Coefficient:
path-length through cut-edges
 :=
# cut-edges

S2 : Analysis
Suppose the graph and the labeling function are such that
• the cut-set can be decomposed into L clusters that are -clustered
• the boundary size is
• the balancedness is
then for any
with probability at least
, S2 succeeds as long as
✓
◆
log(1/ )
diameter
+ |V@G | log 
budget
+ L log
log(1/1
)


L=1

S2 : Analysis
Suppose the graph and the labeling function are such that
• the cut-set can be decomposed into L clusters that are -clustered
• the boundary size is
• the balancedness is
then for any
with probability at least
, S2 succeeds as long as
✓
◆
log(1/ )
diameter
+ |V@G | log 
budget
+ L log
log(1/1
)

Proof Idea:
Conceptually, there are three phases of
operation:
1. Random sampling phase: Obtain
one example from each
component/cluster
2. Binary search phase: Find (at least)
one cut per cluster
3. Local Search phase: Use this cut
edge to find all other cut-edges in
the cluster

Experiments

handwritten digits:
10-nearest neighbor graph

Grid
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exact learning query complexity over 10 trials

[AFS] Afshani et al., On the complexity of finding an unknown cut via vertex queries. Computing and Combinatorics ’07
[BOUND] Gu and Han. Towards active learning on graphs: An error bound minimization approach. ICDM ’12
[ZLG] Zhu, Lafferty, and Ghahramani. Combining active learning and semi-supervised learning using gaussian fields and
harmonic functions. ICML ’03

Hamming Errors

Blue : S2
Black : ZActive
Green : BOUND
Red : Afshani
· : passive

Grid

1v2

4v9

Congressional
Voting Records

Gautam

Jerry

Thanks!

Rui

Clay

Becca

What is ZLG doing?

Essentially, each unlabeled node’s label is
the average of the labels of its neighbors. A
linear operation using the graph Laplacian.

Main idea:
• At each step compute the “Harmonic Completion” with the current labels.
• For each unlabeled vertex i, the estimate f(i) is interpreted as
• Pick the new vertex to query as the point that (roughly speaking) minimizes :

• So, it picks vertices that (a) have uncertain labels and (b) are most similar
to other unlabeled vertices.

1

0
Next query

